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I would like to ask you first of all what brought you to take into account the concept of home? It’s a
turn you took in the last few years, while your previous research wasn’t really focused on home…

I guess it fits nicely with the big question of belonging. At my core, as a scholar of diversity, I am used to
taking into account forms of cooperation and commonality as much as conflict and division. The classic
account on the social construction of difference is centered around the nature of group identity being
defined in opposition to others referring either to political constraints and opportunities or to politics to
be pursed. This approach, however, misses out on something. The conversation around difference often
lacks the subjective and almost phenomenological perspective about why would somebody get up in the
morning and spend the time they have being part of diaspora organizations, volunteering for the church,
or getting up and protesting against this community or against migrants? However you slice it up, I think
that the personal drive behind this involvement is missing in some ways. Thus, for me, thinking about
belonging felt like a way of filling in that gap. It is not just a question of how identities are demarcated
and situated in opposition to one another or in relation to constraints, but of how people inhabit those
identities. The question of inhabitation, which is intertwined but also a distinct one, leads you to home
very nicely. Home becomes one of the main idioms, especially within the West imaginary for thinking
about  that  inhabitation,  and  consequently  about  belonging.  In  my  own work,  I  study  the  Western
imagination, so I can partly avoid the question as to whether belonging is a universal category or just
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something within the Western imagination – because either way it’s relevant in local terms. However, in
the book project we obviously grapple with this aspect on a more comparative scale. 

What does home mean to you? How does it impact on your research experience and background? 

Let  me  start  by  saying  that  you  can  only  ever  read  what  you  do  through  the  lens  of  your  own
experiences, because this is also a form of knowledge and really a key one. This experiential aspect is
striking  not  just  for  myself  but for  a  lot  of  people who work on questions of  home,  diversity,  and
community because these are often people who have interesting and maybe unusual relationships to
these very things in their own lives. That is to say that, on a personal level, I have a tension around
home. To put it simply, I have moved around a lot, and in some ways I am very comfortable and happy
in motion, but I also totally understand this impulse to feel rooted and connected that doesn’t always
play out in the same way when you’re very mobile. Through this experience I can appreciate different
dimensions of home such as it being constituted through movement and not just against movement, or
through  imagination  and  not  just  in  the  present.  Despite  all  these  tensions,  I  think  that  first  and
foremost for me home is really about relationships. Inevitably, the sense of belonging comes through
who I know and where I feel familiar and connected. When I talk about relationships I refer to broader
ones, including public relations and even non-human places that feel like home. For instance, imagine
that sort of exploratory thrill that you feel when you are in a new city or in a new part of your own city
and you go for a walk and you let yourself get lost. That’s one experience, but then another is walking
through  a  very  familiar  landscape  –  and  the  way  that  familiarity  facilitates  forms  of  thought  and
attention, maybe allowing your mind to wander, or helping you notice small new details you hadn’t
before.  There  is  this  habit  of  thought  and  body  that  to  me  counts  as  part  of  the  landscape  of
relationships for sure.

To what extent your experience influenced your ethical view on home and studying home? 

On the one side, we made a deliberate effort of building this project around early career researchers
(which obviously, we are ourselves, but it’s not narcissism). Actually, a common move people make if
you are an early career researcher is to associate yourself with more established researchers, and then
you get that sort of reflected glow. We flirted with that a little bit, but by and large we wanted to be a
venue for people who were developing their ideas and to fight back the academic homelessness that
can be the state for a lot of early career researchers.
On the other side, we elaborated on ethics starting from the tension we saw between dwelling and
home-making.  Johannes and I  come to this  from slightly  different  angles,  but  basically  the overlap
between us was that ethnography where you didn’t somehow participate in the field – where you didn’t
somehow take an ethical stake and act in ways that would leave a mark – was simply not an option.  The
people we study are engaged in this sort of work – of maintenance, care or transformation – all the
time. We both thought that without taking a part and taking a stake in this, there were just forms of
knowledge that were always going to be closed off to ethnographers. It was really a matter of doing and
knowing as intertwined activities. 
In Johannes’s work with homeless people, for example, trust is a major issue. He shows clearly that if
you’re not a constructive part of people lives they don’t open up to you. Moreover, people have all
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these scripts of how they would narrate their lives anyway so you need to build this strong bond of trust,
not to get the first or second very public script-set that people rely on but a deeper one. 
Whereas for me, I was aware that we still put a lot of positive gloss on the term community, but my
work reveals how actual participation in the institutions that might constitute community formally or
informally can twist that common understanding. A lot of the organizations I worked with didn’t have
time for somebody to just stick around and remain at the margins, and that matched with my own
demand for participating in people lives. Indeed, this was at the same time an ethical demand but also
one related to what was possible to know while doing respective fieldwork. 
Alongside this, we had a sort of frustration with the way in which anthropology teaches you to navigate
all the challenges of positionality and partial knowledge in fieldwork. We wanted to resist the idea that
you can just sort through all of this on the page, when it comes to writing, as if it was only a matter of
thought-through reflexivity and not a form of building commitment to other people. We kept asking
ourselves, if people are actively engaging in these projects of world-building why don’t we incorporate
that as part of the anthropological imagination? For us, neutrality could not be an option either ethically
or epistemologically.

Are there any reflections of your ethical view of home in the way you structured the book and look for
contributors?

Our fieldworks were a bit at odds with the normative idea of home. In the book I looked at a case where
somebody was evicted and was struggling to rebuild a sense of home in different ways. Johannes was
looking at homelessness and at building home on a street. Initially, the project started when we hosted
a conference around a related topic, with an open call. Home was this prominent theme, and when we
began to explore it more with some of the participants and other colleagues, we started getting all these
responses back that were quite counter-intuitive, pointing to other forms or dynamics around home
that challenged typical images. It became a matter of trusting the ethnographers, something that in the
end allowed the volume to really  explore  these modalities  of  home far  from the more established
normative image. For instance, consider the contribution by Sascha Roth who writes about people living
through cars, where cars are seen as a modality of home; or by Adam Bobbette about a village where
destruction is part of how people imagine dwelling. So, our contributors really helped in expanding and
shaping the project.
Apart  from  that,  the  book  aims  at  addressing  the  link  between  individual  understandings  and
experiences  and  the  broader  political  context  as  well.  A  lot  of  the  early  thought  around home  in
anthropology ties home closely to accounts of social reproduction, and with it, this sort of immersive
vision  of  home  –  so  for  example,  Bourdieu’s  work  on  the  Kabyle  notion  of  home  is  one  which
emphasizes home as a site of ‘dwelling’, in which you’re inheriting, you’re immersing yourself inside
social distinctions. But the tension for us was also working out how you deal with people’s everyday
creative efforts not to just maintain but also transform home, challenge little senses of inequality or
injustice at different scales – even if it’s just within an intimate relationship. And if you call all these
everyday aspects “ethics”, how do you connect that with the bigger historical sphere of politics? At what
point are you acting to transform the processes of social reproduction that theorists of dwelling focus
on? This question of how politics intersects with and might be grounded in the everyday was another
important one for us. In this case, however, it was more in the background – guiding the direction of
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much of the writing, but less explicitly addressed. It’s a big question, anyway, and we certainly don’t
offer big answers, but that was a very important drive.  

You told me what home means to you personally and according to your experience, but do you have
now at the end of your volume a definition of home (or homemaking) or a prospective one that you
want to deepen more?

We are  satisfied  with  the  definition  that  we  arrived  at  in  the  volume,  which  I’ve  been  hinting  at
throughout this conversation, which is that home is constituted through tensions between processes of
belonging and alienation – whether that’s a creative or a conflictual form of alienation. 
Instead, the thing I really like to explore a little bit more is this question of home, politics and social
transformation. According to the liberal imagination there is a modality of politics that is grounded in
belonging. In this conception what is parochial, local, yours and not generalizable is not really meant to
fall within the political sphere, because the political is founded in an ideal of universality – whether this
is about universal rights, or the supposedly universal capacities, such as rationality, that are meant to
underwrite  political  contestation.  In  my  view,  this  conception  strips  away  a  lot  of  what  people
themselves  feel  to  be  political  and  gives  them  that  drive,  that  motor  force  behind  their  political
engagement. I think that belonging is a powerful generator of political commitment and attachments in
the  first  place.  Instead,  liberalism  tries  to  alienate  you  intellectually  from  this  embodiment  and
understanding that we have, to make you rational through distancing and keeping the third person
perspective. Of course different political philosophers grapple with the problem of the role of sentiment
or the particular, think for instance of Adam Smith and John Rawls. This overlapping between liberalism
and abstraction has been the dominant political modality of the 20 th century, yet we have started to find
out that it  has a limited reach.  In our democracies laws state equality  for women and for minority
groups, making it illegal to discriminate and, for instance, to refuse to hire someone on the base of their
gender, race or sexuality. Nevertheless, that legal claim of equality does not translate necessarily into
cultivating dispositions that would actually lead to fair treatment. The liberal solution foresees that, in
case of discrimination in the workplace, you can sue, go through a very lengthy and arduous complaint
procedure to find compensation – so it’s reactive, not proactive. I maintain that it is exactly because we
neglect all the aspects connected with belonging, that we end up with this form of shallower equality.
Within  this  framework,  home  becomes  the  missing  modality  of  politics.  I  mean,  home,  belonging,
dwelling, and the question of how all this gets contested publicly. These are questions I try to explore in
my forthcoming book. 

You  started  from  the  Western  imagination  about  home  and  then  you  came  up  speaking  about
personal imaginations, so you’re like contraposing the public ideal of what home should be like and
the personal one. Are you trying to recomposing home through politics?

That is certainly one way to put it. I am aware that there is never just one West, there is never the West
as self-constituting without imperialism and colonialism and all these others historical connections that
shaped the great age of  migration. Actually,  in  terms of  percentage of the population more people
moved during that kind of grand age of imperialism than do today, but it was largely Europeans going
abroad.  In  relation and through these movements  there  was an effort  to  reimagining  the Western
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society as well, and thus reimaging what home is ultimately. I also think that the liberal project is very
indebted to that bigger transnational project  of  imperialism in ways that it  does not always like to
acknowledge.
On top of that, I do not see this politics-ethics dichotomy as a universal one, it just would not make any
sense in a lot of societies and cultures. To a certain extent, in my own work I cheated a little bit because I
am mostly interested in how you negotiate these things within the Western context rather than try to
universalize them. Moreover, it is undeniable that even the liberal universal subject keeps reinventing
itself and in the end what counts as home or what counts as politics are inescapably unstable categories.
For the West, home represents a global human understanding that marks the desire to situate yourself,
it’s a site for self-cultivation, it’s the grounds in which we root some of our most intimate and valued
relationships, and it plays a big role in how we imagine and pursue belonging. Within this context, it is
undeniable that we do put a particular ethical importance on home. At the same time, we make the
concept of home bear so much, and then we situate it within a political system that draws distinctions
between  public  and  private,  universal  and  particular,  and  so  on,  and  all  of  this  makes  it  hard  to
reconnect home with politics. This is the reason why, I think, there is really this urgency to investigate
what it means to have a home, to be at home, and the like. 

Thank you so much for this interview. I really enjoyed talking to you!
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